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A paradigm shift for implantable medical devices lies at the con-
fluence between regenerative medicine, where materials remodel
and integrate in the biological milieu, and technology, through the
use of recently developed material platforms based on biomaterials
and bioresorbable technologies such as optics and electronics. The
union of materials and technology in this context enables a class of
biomedical devices that can be optically or electronically functional
and yet harmlessly degrade once their use is complete. We present
here a fully degradable, remotely controlled, implantable therapeutic
device operating in vivo to counter a Staphylococcus aureus infection
that disappears once its function is complete. This class of device
provides fully resorbable packaging and electronics that can be
turned on remotely, after implantation, to provide the necessary
thermal therapy or trigger drug delivery. Such externally control-
lable, resorbable devices not only obviate the need for secondary
surgeries and retrieval, but also have extended utility as therapeutic
devices that can be left behind at a surgical or suturing site, following
intervention, and can be externally controlled to allow for infection
management by either thermal treatment or by remote triggering of
drug release when there is retardation of antibiotic diffusion, deep
infections are present, or when systemic antibiotic treatment alone
is insufficient due to the emergence of antibiotic-resistant strains.
After completion of function, the device is safely resorbed into the
body, within a programmable period.
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Implantable medical devices with increasing sophistication, such
as those containing electronic components (1), are being de-

veloped for a variety of therapeutic or functions such as car-
diovascular regulation, drug delivery, programmable therapy, or
enhancement of biological structures (2). These devices are
designed to operate while embedded in living tissue, which can
lead to complications and restrictions on material constituents
and form factors (3). Among the primary constraints are resis-
tance to degradation while performing reliably and integration in
the biological milieu without inflammatory response or rejection
(4). Usually implantable medical devices provide mechanical and
technological (e.g., electronic stimulators) functions largely based
on stable, nondegradable materials that have finite operational
lifetimes. These devices are first surgically inserted and eventually
need to be retrieved or replaced once the desired functional
outcome has been achieved or the useful lifetime of the device
has ended (5, 6). This approach necessitates a secondary surgery,
resulting in higher risks of postsurgical complications such as
infection, inflammation, and pain (7), not to mention the dis-
ruption of the healed tissue. The lack of appropriate treatment
of postoperative infections may cause severe problems including
sepsis, organ failure, and even death (8).
Recent studies have demonstrated a class of completely water-

soluble and fully resorbable silicon-based components (9), shed-
ding light on biodegradable devices (10) with integrated functions
that go well beyond those historically offered by resorbable sutures

(11), degradable intravascular stents (12, 13), and matrices for
drug release (14, 15). A particular challenge for medical appli-
cations is how to externally control such devices and correlate this
control with device degradation time, including the electronics
and biomaterial support layers. Silicon and silicon oxide are typi-
cally used as active elements and passivation layers for
resorbable electronics applications, and have relatively slow dis-
solution rates ranging from weeks to months, depending on tem-
perature, pH, and thickness (9). Silk protein biomaterials have
degradation rates that depend on crystallinity (e.g., beta-sheet
content) and molecular weight of films used to support the
electronic device. The lifetime of the devices can be specifically
adjusted, chosen via the crystallinity of the silk (16, 17), yet op-
eration in an in vivo environment imposes additional challenges
because of mechanical handling, sterilization, and mechanical
stability at the biopolymer–device interface.

Results and Discussion
For the present study, wirelessly controlled therapeutic devices
were developed (Fig. 1). The materials used were Mg and MgO
deposited onto silk substrates. Such devices exhibit fast disso-
lution times via hydrolysis (i.e., several hours, as opposed to
weeks), once exposed to deionized (DI) water at room temper-
ature (Fig. S1).

Significance

We present the demonstration of in vivo operation of a sub-
cutaneously implanted, resorbable electronic device. The remotely
controlled device was wirelessly activated after implantation,
successfully eliminating infection, and subsequently dissolving
in the surrounding tissue. This approach is a first step for the
development of a class of implantable, technological, biomedical
devices that resorb harmlessly, eliminating the need for retrieval
after use.
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The lifetime of these devices can be further adjusted by using
silk as an encapsulating material, allowing controlled rates of
device dissolution ranging from minutes to weeks (SI Text). Before
encapsulation, the device rapidly disintegrates in ∼5 min and fully
dissolves in ∼150 min when immersed in DI water (Figs. S2
and S3). A series of in vitro (Fig. 1 C–E) and in vivo (Fig. 1 F–H)
experiments was conducted to evaluate the wireless performance
of the devices with a commercial IR camera (FLIR SC645, sen-
sitivity: <0.05 °C). The local temperature of the heated area was
continuously monitored by tuning the input power of the pri-
mary coil to maintain the temperature constant over 10-min in-
tervals (i.e., the typical treatment duration). Temperature increases
of ΔTin vitro = ∼47 °C and ΔTin vivo = ∼20 °C were corresponded to
the position of the heater when the primary coil was operated at
a wireless power of 500 mW at 80 MHz. The coupling efficiency
was mainly determined by the geometries of the two coupling
coils and their respective distance–alignment. The primary coil
was aligned and placed on top of the implanted receiving coil
with an approximate separation of 1 mm (i.e., mainly the skin of
the mouse) to maximize energy transfer. A larger working dis-
tance of the order of the transmitting coil size is possible without
significant decrease in coupling efficiency, although at a cost of
higher input power (Figs. S4 and S5).
Functional performance of the wireless device to combat infec-

tion was evaluated in vitro, followed by in vivo studies in mice. An
in vitro setup was used to explore the parameter space related to
the therapeutic effectiveness of the device, specifically the effect
of temperature and duration of heat treatment on bactericidal
performance. The devices were placed underneath bacterial
cultures of Staphylococcus aureus grown on agar plates (Fig. 2A).
The IR heat map of the remotely activated device showed a
central region with a sharp temperature differential of ∼28 °C be-
tween the core (i.e., resistor) and the untreated areas (Fig. 2B) with

a power of 100 mW at 80 MHz. Higher temperatures can be
obtained by adjusting the input radio frequency (RF) power in
the primary coil. After treatment, the bacteria plates (n = 6)
were immediately placed in a 37 °C incubator and examined the
next day. The inhibition zones corresponded to the areas of
heat treatment (Fig. 2C). Both power (thus temperature) and
duration can be controlled to enhance bacterial inhibition
(Fig. 2D).
Successful in vivo performance of this class of devices imposes

a set of additional constraints such as their mechanical strength,
resistance to handling, sterilization and implantation, and main-
tenance of function within the biological environment. The effec-
tiveness of the device in this context was evaluated by the ability of
the device to survive a surgical procedure, maintain its elec-
tronic functionality, and mitigate surgical-site infections. The
studies were carried out in an animal model by adopting insti-
tutionally approved infection protocols. All animal experiments
were conducted in accordance with approved Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee (IACUC) protocols at Tufts University.
The wireless therapy devices were implanted in S. aureus infected
BALB/c mice (Fig. 2E) at the infection site (Fig. S6). The devices
were wirelessly activated for two sets of 10-min heat treatments
with an input power of 100 mW (Fig. 2F) and 500 mW (Fig. 2G),
which induced skin temperatures of 42 °C (labeled as “low temp”)
and 49 °C (labeled as “high temp”), respectively. The measured
temperatures were ∼7 °C lower than the actual subcutaneous
temperature (Fig. S7). The surgical sites were examined after 24 h
to evaluate the effectiveness of the treatments (Figs. S8 and S9).
Visual examination of the animals indicated effectiveness of the
therapy revealing healing wounds. Further analysis was performed
by excising the infected tissue site and assessing the normalized
number of colony forming units (CFU) in the homogenate using
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Fig. 1. Device fabrication and RF-thermal response characterization. (A) Fabrication procedure of the fully dissolvable wireless heating device consisting of
a serpentine resistor and a power-receiving coil, both made of Mg, on a silk substrate. (B) The Mg heater was encapsulated in a silk “pocket” which protects the
electronics and can be used to program the lifetime of the device. (C) The device can be remotely powered by being placed approximate to a primary coil through
near-field coupling. Wireless inductive power transfer induces current flow in the circuit and heating of the resistor. (D and E) Thermal responses ––power on and
off––of the device are monitored using a commercial IR camera. (F and G) The device was implanted subcutaneously in a BALB/c mouse and was heated
wirelessly. (H) Thermal image of the mouse with the device implanted (monitored in real time). Temperature scale bars, °C.
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standard plate counting (n = 3). A reduction in bacterial count was
found for the thermally treated mice (Fig. 2H).

Eliminating the need to retrieve the device after its function is
completed augments the appeal of external control of the device
offered by wireless coupling. To accelerate in vivo assessments,
resorbable devices that could be remotely (i.e., wirelessly) activated
were designed for rapid degradation. The devices were sufficiently
robust to survive mechanical handling during surgery, with
degradation within a few hours after implantation (Fig. S8).
Besides surgical-site infection experiments as described above,
other functional devices were prepared to evaluate resorbability in
vivo. These devices were implanted and postoperatively wirelessly
activated in the subdermal region of two BALB/c mice (Fig. 3A).
The animals were examined for traces of the device compo-
nents at different time points. After 7 d, mouse 1 revealed faint
residues of Mg inductive coils (originally ∼2 μm thick) supported
on partially degraded silk substrates, with no evidence for the Mg
serpentine resistor (originally ∼200 nm thick) (Fig. 3B). Mouse 2
was examined after 15 d, which showed that the device was fully
degraded with no visual evidence of any material residues (Fig.
3C). Tissue samples were collected from both the implantation
site and from other locations surrounding the implant site

(labeled in Fig. 3 A–C) and analyzed to quantify residues.
The normalized levels of residual Mg2+ ions in tissue sample
homogenates were quantitatively determined using a commercial
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscope (ICP-
AES, Leeman Labs PS-1000). Mg levels in the surrounding tis-
sues 15 d after implantation of the device approached physio-
logical levels in tissues (18, 19) (Fig. 3D). Mg is abundant in the
body as it is associated with more than 300 enzyme systems that
regulate biochemical reactions, including muscle and nerve func-
tions, blood sugar control, and blood pressure regulation (20). The
total mass of Mg within each device was ∼27 μg (SI Text), a
minimal quantity considering that the suggested daily intake of
Mg for adults is ∼350 mg (21). Histological sections also showed
that the surrounding tissues were undisturbed by the treatment,
underscoring the effectiveness of the device for localized thermal
therapy (Fig. 3 E and F) and the effective dissolution of the
conductive layers.
The biomaterials used are suitable for wireless therapeutic

devices because of the ability of the device substrate to entrain
stable therapeutic compounds. This property has been used
extensively in silk biomaterials for drug stabilization and delivery
(22). By designing the material composition (e.g., addition of

Fig. 2. In vitro and in vivo characterization of device performance. In vitro: (A) The devices were placed underneath bacterial cultures of S. aureus grown on
agar plates. (B) The device was wirelessly powered to achieve a desired temperature, monitored by an IR camera. (C) A clear zone of inhibition, after heat
treatment and overnight incubation, appeared in correspondence to the area of heat treatment application. (D) Increased power and thus temperature, and
duration, enhance bacterial inhibition. In vivo: (E) Photo of a device implanted in BALB/c mice. The mice were infected with a subcutaneous injection (∼5 μL)
of S. aureus at the device implantation site to mimic surgical-site infections. (F and G) Two sets of 10-min heat treatments (42 and 49 °C, labeled as low temp
and high temp, respectively) were carried out at a power of 100 and 500 mW after infection. (H) Measured temperature profiles corresponding to the two
power levels used to remotely power the device. (I) The infected tissues were collected after 24 h and were assessed by counting the normalized number of
CFU in the homogenates (n = 3) using standard plate counting methods.
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drugs and/or enzymes to the silk material substrates) and the
resorbable electronic interface, the devices can act as wireless
drug delivery systems to offer programmable remote control
of the release kinetics of a drug entrained and stabilized within
the silk material matrix (Fig. 4A). This paradigm was tested in a

series of in vitro experiments in which an antibiotic was loaded in
the silk films used for device fabrication, by mixing ampicillin
solution with ∼6 wt % silk solution (SI Text and Figs. S10–S12).
The cast-and-peel process was used, as previously reported (23).
All samples were treated to be water insoluble through a vapor

A

D E

F

B C

Fig. 3. Monitoring of device degradation and tracing of Mg ions. (A–C) Devices were implanted and examined after 7 and 15 days. (D) The normalized levels
of residual Mg ions at different regions were determined and compared quantitatively. (#1 represents the initial amount of Mg on the day of implantation).
Histological photos show that the device partially degraded in 7 d (E) and fully degraded after 15 d (F), without adverse inflammatory responses in the
associated tissues.

Fig. 4. In vitro characterization of antibiotic release profiles and bacterial inhibition upon heat treatment. (A) Schematic of the device integrated with
antibiotics-doped silk film for wirelessly activated drug release. Ampicillin molecules loaded in silk films are illustrated as orange dots embedded in a green
matrix. Antibiotic release from silk fibroin films was enhanced by increasing the temperature of the device with a wirelessly activated heater. (B) The cu-
mulative drug release profiles (after application of thermal treatment at 50 °C for 10 min) were recorded. The release profile can be adjusted by controlling
the boiling time (i.e., 15, 30, and 60 min, respectively) of raw silk fibers and water annealing time (i.e., 3, 6, and 12 h, respectively) of cast silk films for
preferred crystallinity level. (C and D) Thermally triggered ampicillin release profiles were evaluated by adding the different ampicillin containing solutions
into growth media containing S. aureus and Escherichia coli and subsequently measuring the optical density of grown bacterial cultures after 18 h of in-
cubation at 37 oC.
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annealing process (16, 17), which also helped to stabilize the
drug within the crystallized silk matrix (24–26). Fig. 4B shows the
cumulative release of ampicillin from silk films when wirelessly
activated for 10 min. The results showed that silk solution ex-
traction time (which impacts molecular weight) and water-vapor
annealing (which impacts crystallinity), affected the antibiotic
release kinetics. An increase in antibiotic release in the first 12 h
was correlated with lower molecular weight silk (longer ex-
traction time) and decreased exposure time to water-vapor
annealing—or lower crystallinity. These results corroborate
previously reported silk film drug-release profiles (27), where
release kinetics was faster in silk films with decreased beta-
sheet content and lower molecular weight. In addition, the
release kinetics of ampicillin was enhanced by increasing the
wireless driving power, corresponding to increased temperature
for early time points (t = 1, 3, and 6 h) due to a combination of
increased diffusivity of the antibiotic and temperature-driven
annealing of wet silk chains which caused further crystallization.
Additional strategies may be used at the time of film formation
to further control and extend the release profile while maintaining
the electronic interface. Exposure of antibiotic-loaded silk to

higher temperatures did not negatively affect antibiotic ac-
tivity likely due to the stabilization properties of the silk on
heat-labile compounds, as previously reported (25, 26).
Remotely controlled, resorbable therapeutic devices offer an

expanded perspective for medical devices. The ability to control
and wirelessly address therapy, whether thermal or biochemical,
can enable broad operating windows with greater penetration
depth than comparable noninvasive approaches. The results re-
ported here focused on ampicillin release; however, approaches for
broader applications in wireless drug release (ranging from for
small to large molecules entrained in silk) can be pursued based
on this approach, even above body temperature (26). This would
provide opportunities for externally controllable, therapeutic med-
ical electronic devices that provide therapy-on-demand, followed
by device resorption in the body.
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